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Two things can be stated with confidence about coverage of the WSSD thus far: It has been extensive; and
most media believe its only value has been as a consciousness-raising exercise. European writers continue to
express their disappointment - occasional arguments against an overriding perception that the Summit was
not worthwhile focus on what was not lost. Some blame the US, others the developed world. In the US, the
opinion pages are dominated today by free-marketeers, who condemn the calls made by environmentalists in
Johannesburg, rather than praise the UN for engaging with business. Coverage in the African press is limited
to reports of the presentations of African leaders, while in Asia coverage is either critic cal of the lack of
targets, or presents the Summit as a victory of the rich over the concerns of the poor. The Secretary-
General's speech is reported widely, and (in addition to yesterday's list) the following newspapers
published the Secretary-General's Op-Ed: Austria's Die Presse, Argentina's La Nation, Brazil's O Estado
de S.Paulo, Hungary's Nepszabadsag, Italy's La Stampa (with La Repubblica publishing the SG's statement
in full).

United States
The Washington Post reports that 'Environmentalists see losses at Summit,' citing an environmental
activist who states that the US got everything it wanted. An article in The Wall Street Journal criticises the
UN for failing to be "open and transparent" in Johannesburg ~ all interesting debate, it claims, took place in
closed meetings. Two critical Op-Eds appear in The Washington Times - with Jerry Taylor suggesting the
WSSD began by blaming the West for the world's problems and never got back on track, and Jack Kemp
stating that Bush was right to stay away because WSSD's real goal was to keep the developing world poor.

Europe
With very few exceptions, Europe's media are seriously unimpressed by the Summit outcome - described as
a disappointment because of its failure to set targets and timetables, particularly for renewable energy. The
Financial Times headlines its report 'A long way to go for a little success' and describes the result as mixed
- at worst it didn't undermine Doha and Monterrey, and at best it generated more urgency about the need to
meet Rio commitments. The Independent describes the failure to set renewable energy targets as "a body
blow to the credibility of the Summit," and Anthony Browne's assessment in The Times is headed 'Lip
service to a plan that won't hold water." All Major Austrian newspapers express frustration over the lack of
timetables and targets and state the objectives are therefore unlikely to be met. Kurier titles its report "An
historical opportunity has been missed." The Scandinavian newspapers agree, with many adding fears that
the "forgotten" human rights and health care paragraph may even weaken women's rights. Switzerland's
Neue Zuercher Zeitung describes the outcome as "excessively non-binding," and mistakenly placing
economic interests above environmental concerns, while the Tribune de Geneve declares that the Summit
heralds a new era of cynicism and selfishness. Italy's newspapers compare the Secretary-General's call for
responsibility to the outcome compromise, with II Giornale suggesting the agreement "was not enough for
Kofi Annan." France's Liberation describes the document as "weak", while L'Humanite suggests the
WSSD produced "Fine words without any commitment," and Le Monde adds that the UN is "too vast a
frame" to deal with all the issues. Germany's media also express disappointment, but Frankfurter
Rundschau writes that WSSD was worthwhile if only because it put burning issues like poverty and climate
change back on the international agenda. In the Russian media, Vremy Novostey argues that WSSD
achieved its goals of reaffirming Rio, while Vremya MN claims the big winners were corporations, whose
interests were raised above those of the poor and the environment.

Africa
Tunisia's press describe the result as disappointing - "insipid," in the words of La Presse de Tunisie, with
Assabah adding that the world's major problems will be untouched by Johannesburg. South Africa's press
focuses on specifics, although the Sowetan reports in detail the Secretary-General's plea for an agreement.



Asia
The Asian media offer a mixed but not highly favourable assessment of the outcome. Indonesia's
newspapers write of a successful negotiation, but a failure on substantive issues. Konipas describes the
energy agreement as "weak," and not likely to solve global energy problems. The Bangkok Post describes
the Summit as a "modest success" because it is now clear a useful global agreement is unobtainable, so
priority can be given to local actions. India's Deccan Herald quotes extensively from the Secretary-
General's speech, but also runs an Op-Ed that describes developed country leaders as "applying cosmetic
touches to the (Summit's) insipid resolutions with their hollow words." An editorial in India Today
describes WSSD as "another expensive UN-sponsored farce."

Latin America
Argentina's newspapers provide extensive coverage on WSSD, but all sourced from international wire
services.




